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Press Release 

GALLERY MoMo is pleased to present the exhibition of Kotori Kawashima and Shuntaro Tanikawa, titled “Good Night gods” from October 11th 

through November 3rd.

In this exhibition, Kawashima represents his photographs that have been taken in Taiwan for several years and an installation that the visitor can 

experience the world of his photo book titled “Good Night gods” that collaborated with Japanese poet, Shuntaro Tanikawa.

Inspired by the photographs of Kawashima, Tanikawa wrote new poems that travel to the world of “Tamashihi,” means soul in Japanese through 

the photographs by Kawashima, Beyond the difference in the age of 50 years, the photographs and the poems echo each other and give us a chance 

to think of invisible “Tamashihi” by passing between the different genre of expressions. This exhibition also shows the poems by Tanikawa with 

different ways.  

The events will be held during the exhibition: a poetry reading by Shuntaro Tanikawa and a talk session of Kotiri Kawashima and Mirei Hattori, a 

writer, a reader editor of “murmur magazine.” In the gallery, we are going to launch initial sales of the book by Kawashima and Tanikawa.
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Shuntaro TANIKAWA

Shuntaro Tanikawa was born in Tokyo, 1931. He published his first collection of poems under the title “Nijuoku konen no kodoku (Two Billion Light-

year of Solitude)” and has kept writing poems for over 60 years since attracting attention. Now, he is 82 years old and still enthusiastically carries out 

his creative activity. He was awarded many prizes: the 4th Japanese Record prize of Lyrics in “Gekkasuimokukinndounichi no uta (Song of Monday, 

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday)” in 1962, the Japanese Translator Culture Prize in “Mother Goose,” translated by 

Tanikawa and recorded exceptional million hits, in 1975, the 34th Yomiuri Literature Prize in a collection of poems titled “Hibi no chizu (Dairy Maps),”  

the 1st Sakutaro Hagiwara Prize in the collection of poems titled “Sekenshirazu (Naïve)”in 1993, the first Nobuo Ayukawa Prize in the collection 

of poems titled “Toromuso collage” in 2010. He produced children’s books, essays, translations, scripts and song lyrics in addition to poetry and 

achieved worldwide reputation beyond contemporary poetics world. Recent years, he tries new challenges to expand the possibility of poem, for 

example, iPhone application “Tanikawa” catching poetry, mailing system “Poe-mail” sending poetry by the postal service, selling of e-mail newsletter 

and establishment of his official web site “Tanikawa Shuntaro.com”. 
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If you have any questions or use the images, please contact Momo Sugita.

Kotori KAWASHIMA

Kotori Kawashima was born in Tokyo, 1980, graduated from Waseda University in the faculty of letters concentrated on French literature. He won 

the First prize at the 10th Shinpusha Hirama Itaru Prize for Photography in “BABY BABY” having kept taking photos a girl for 4 years. In 2007, 

he published the collection of photographs from the same work. After that, he published “Mirai chan,” a collection of photographs represented the 

life of a girl in Sado Island. His self-published photographic collection “Mirai chan,” which only published five hundreds, was spread by word of 

mouth and immediately sold out. This artwork appeared on the cover of “ BRUTUS (no.699),” published in December 2010. In addition, the same 

work was awarded by the 42th Koudan-sha Publication Culture Prize for Photography and re-published by Nanaroku-sha making an exceptional 

records selling over 11 millions. Since the publication of “Mirai chan” in 2011, the photographic exhibition “Mirai chan” is held in eleven cities in four 

countries: Japan, Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam. The traveling exhibition received positive responses from people in these cities. The coauthored 

book is consisted of all new works that Kawashima had taken in Taiwan for three years after his big hit photo book “Mirai chan.”
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